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POs, PSOs and COs

Program Outcomes (POs)

POl: Apply an in-depth knowledge and skill for indentiffing and determining of Minerals,
rocks, fossils, Climate, Environmen! Geomorphological features, Structures,
Atmospheric and hydrosphere changes through laboratory, and field sample
collections of leaming and processes, formation and genesis ofrocks.

PO2: Identifu the need for sustainable use of earth resources, analyze environmental
importance, and iormulate other community perspective on geological activities
through fi eld observation

PO3: Apply geological knowledge and critical thinking skills to identifr a problem and to
describe a stratery for handling.

PO4: Create geological data on arrange of spatial and temporal scales to make interpretations
that allow for Reconstruction of the past geological events that gives data to predict
future environmental conditions and climatic changes over the period.

PO5: Develop knowledge on an interpretation of geological data through Remote sensing,
Geographic Information system (GIS) and Photogrammetric Techniques for
investigations of hy&ogeological and geological resources through geophysical
methods.

PO6: Work effectively and professionally in multidisciplinary teams as a member and a
leader and be able to manage and analyze complex ethical issues.

Program Specific Outcomes (PSOs)

PSol: Understand the nature and basic concepts and properties of earth components,
including its core, mantle, lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere and biosphere

PSo2: Analyze the relationships among earth system processei and the development of
eanh's features over time.

PSo3: Interpret the geological data, obtained from field, laboratory and satellite, through
application of geosciences methods

PSo4: Apply successfully advanced and current concepts and methods of the geosciences to
formulate and solve complex geological problems.

PSo5: Develop the ability to recognize minerali and fossils in hand or microscope scale and
understanding of earth system processes over time.

PSo6: comprehend the basics of remote sensing and groundwater hydrology and capabre of
-.^^_ *d"ognding the impact of a geo-hazards soluiion in global and r*].t t 

"ontJx.PSoT: Apply knowledge and techniques from aried fierds, including chemistry, pirv.i..,
biology, mathematics, and computing, to solve geologic"l p.oUi"'.r. 
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Core Course'I: Physical Geology and Geodynamics

Course code: I7UGY01

Course outcomes

After the successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

col:

co2:

c03:

c04:

c05:

Describe various hypothesis of origin ofearth md solar system

Describe internal stucture and composition of the oarth

To idenltifr volcanic activity, typ€s ofvolcanoes, volcanic products.

Explain the relation of diaslrophic mov€rnents with plate tectonics.

To ideotify varies typ€s ofplate boundries and origin ofoew landforms

SBEC-I: Mapping Techniques in Geology

Course code: l7UGYSOI

Coune outcomcs

cor:

c02:

co3:

co4:

c05:

After successful completion ofthis course, the students will be able to

To impart knowledge ofgeological field survey

To train the students to understand functioning of necessary instruments
required during geological field suwey.

To learn geological mapping techniques

It is highly interpretative, scientific process that can produce various types of
maps

To interpret and discuss the result in a regional tectonic context
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SEMDSTER-II

Core Coursell: Geomorphologr and Structural Geotogr

Coune code: 17UGY02

Coane oatcomes

After successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

C01: Acquire basic Knowledge on the natural geomorphic processes on their spatial
and temporal scales and apply them in real-life situations

CO2: Analytical ability on recognition and discrimination on processes and events

of geomorphic

CO3: Knowledge and skill on identification and interpretation of volcanic, tectonic,
Glacial and Aeolian landforms on field

CO4: Identification and interpretation of fluvial, coastal and marine landforms on
field

CO5: Identift the structures in rocks with respect to change in stress-strain, which
includes analysis of faults, folds, and structural signatures, and tectonic setups

Core Coursell: Geomorphology and Structural Geologr

Courge code: 17UGYS02

Cource oulcomes

After successful completion of this course, lhe students will be able to

COl: Describe about the origin structure and properties of gemstones

CO2: Explain about the various deposits of gemstones and their varieties

co3: Knowledge about the way the materials develop in the depths of the earth
changes in the constifution of different stones like coloring, occurrence, and
identification

co4: to enable you to gain the highest level ofprofessionally recognized gemological
skills

co5: Develops independent and creative thinking through a series of increasingly
complex design projects culminating in an exhibition of student work.
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SEN{ESTER-III

Core Course-III: Paleontologr
Course code: I7UGY03

Course outcomes

After successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

COl: Understand diflerence between the Geological Time Scale and types of fossils
at each of them form in different ways at Petrified, Molds, Casts, Carbon
films, Preserved remains, Trace fossils.

CO2: Learnt about the Class Gastopoda (in Phylum Mollusca) includes the goups
pertaining to snails and slugs. The majority of gastropods have a single,
usually spirally, coiled shell into which the body can be withdrawn.

CO3: Identitication of Phylum Arthropoda Class - Trilobita are extinct marine
arthropods that were important components of marine communities during
much of the Paleozoic Era.

Core Course.III: Field Hydrogeology and Techniques
Course code: 17UGYS06

Cource outcomss

Afier successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

col: Understand difference between the hydrogeolory and hydrologv of Water
Bearing Geologic (WBG) formations includes both satuated and unsaturated
parts of the formation.

co2: Learnt about hydrogeologic parameters in aquifers should therefore have
calculation of porosity, permeability and pump test data for examples of these
geological formations rvhich form aquifers include sandstone, conglomerate,
fractured limestone, and unconsolidated sand and gravel formations

co3: Identification of lithology in Subsurface layers at Soil thickness, weathered
zone, Fractured zone, Bed rock

co4: Understanding the concept of petrological and hardrock aquifer studies in
charnockites, Gneiss, Granite formation and Field observation in structure and
texture of geological futures and Measurement of Soil moisfure zone.

collection of water samples
Test to Yield, Drawdown,
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COS: Leamt about knowledg{ifl-go,lfrmr, studies inand field experimedt.:ir{'tirm*r-i:*Ctj is.pumoins
Trarsmissivity and PT.iprability in water quality.
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CO4: Understanding the concept of Regular and Irregular Echinoids and Geological
history of geological strata could be identified based on the fossils they
contained

CO5: Learnt about knowledge of Gondwana Indian Plant fossils are Scattered
occrrrences of vertebrate and invertebrates fossils are also found in different
formations of Gondwana Super group and A brief account of the following
Plant fossils.
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SEMESTER-IV

Core Cou rre.fY: Stratigraphy
Course code: 17UGY04
cou6e outcornes

After successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

COl: Explain about the principles of Stratigraphy and physiogaphic divisions of
India

CO2: Learnt about the identifr rocks and fossils ofthe Proterozoic period.

CO3: Identification of water quality tests will give information about the condition
of the rvatenvay. By testing wabr over a peiod of time, the changes in the
quality of the water can be seen. Parameters that may be tested include
temp€ratue, pH, turbidity, salinity, nitrates and phosphates.

CO4: Understanding the concept of the evaluate the sub divisions of the Paleozoic
period and Paleozoic rocks ofPeninsular India

COS: Leamt about knowledge of Gondwana Super Group and Gondwana Plant beds

in indian.

SBEC: Water Quality Analysis

Course code: ITUGYSI0
Course oukomes

After successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

COI: Understand differences between the physical properties of water are related to
the appearance of water, namely, the color, temperatue, turbidity, taste, and
odor.

C02: Learnt about the water has a very sfong hydrating tendency due to its
dielectric constant. It dissolves many ionic compounds. Which of the
following is a chemical property ofwater al4oC? Its ability to decompose into
hy&ogen and oxygen.

co3:

c04:

coS:

Identification of water quality tests will give information about the condition
of the waterway. By testing water over a period of time, the changes in the
quality of the B,ater can be seen. Parameters that may be tested include
temperature, pH, turbidity, salinity, nitrates and phosphates.

Understanding the concept of pesticides and fertilizers used in agriculture can
contaminate both groundwater and surface wat€r, as can organic livestock
wastes, antibr'otics, silage efflueats, and processiag wasles from plantatioD
crops.
Leamt about knowledge of groundwater studies in water pollution is the
contamination of water sources by substances which make the water unusable
for drinking, cooking, clggnirlg,- swimming, and other activities.
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SEMESTER-V

Core Course.Y; Crystallography
Course code: l2UAGUt
Coane oatcormes

After successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

COI: Acquire the knowledge on morphology and intemal strucflre of crystal and
their law of constancy of symmetry, the law of constancy of interfacial angles
and the law of rational indices to analyze environrnental importance and
reconstruct the past geological event

CO2: lnterpret various types of forms and classi$ the crystals into systems and
classes with references to rvell-der€loped minerals through field observation

CO3: Apply a comprehensive knowledge on identifoing crystal system and classes

with reference to well developed minerals in Earth system.

CO4: Distinguish the various types of twinning crystal and twinning planes to nature
of crystallization condition and magmatic eruption

COS: Analyze the environmental condition adapted to form twinning crystal during
crystallization of rnagrna

Core Course'VI: Mineralogy

Course code: I2UAC'{b
Coune outcomcs

After successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

COI: Identiff the common Rock forming minerals using physical, chemical and
optical properties of minerals.

C02: Learn the economic importance of industrial uses of rock forming minerals
formed in lithosphere ofEarth system processes.

CO3: Apply advanced method to find out the formation, association, and mode of
occurrence of rock forming minerals formed by Earth system processes on
lithosphere and afinosphere.

co4: Apply the knowledge of Rock forming minerals to interpret special distribution
of minerals using this GIS and Remote sensing and GIS and to verifu field
knowledge

co5: Relate the properties of Earth components and physical, chemical and optical
properties of minerals and rocks to describe crystallization of mineral in earth
system
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col:
co2:

c03:

co4:

co5:

Describe origin of igneous rock different types ofMagma and igneous rock

Explain the forrnation and the process of igneous rock

Define the nature of crystallization during the cooling of magma

Summaries the physical, chemical characteristics of Magma and various types

its geological settings petrogenesis classification and natural characteristics

Apply field knowledge to identifr and classifo the different types of rocks

through and hand specimen under microscope sfirdies

Core CourseVl: Sedimentary and Metamorphic Petrology
Course code: 12UAG08
Cource oulcomes

After successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

COl: Describe the sedimentation process and formation of sedimentarlr rock in

different environmental conditions.

CO2: Apply the knowledge to classifr the sedimentary rocks based on physical,

chemical, biological and optical characteristics of sedimentary rock

CO3: Evaluate different sedimentary rocks and their economic importance and

environment of deposition

co4: Describe the metamorphic process and their agents different grade and facies of
metamorphism to enumurate different tectonic settings of metamorphism

co5: Apply knowledge to classiff the metamorphic rocks using physicar chemical

and petrographical characteristics
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Core Course-V: Igneous Petrology
Course code: 12UAG07
Coune outcomes

Afier successful completion of this course, the students will be able to
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SBEC - Ceostetistics and Computer Application
Course code: 12UAGS05
Cource outcomes

Afier successful completion of this course, the sludents will be able to

COl: Apply statistical parameters to calculate geosciences data for interpreting
spatial distributions of the minerals rocks biota and other geological events

co2:

c03:

co4:

co5:

Experinrcnt various sampling techniques and use various hypothesis to

interpret correlation and regression analysis

Apply the hardware and software knowledge and skills to compute or analyse

data which are derived from field laboratory and remote sensing process

Used computer programming and computer applications to analyse and

interpret geoscience data

Illustrate spatial disfibutions of minerals, rocks fossil etc. using GIS software

and various computer applications

SBEC- Granite Exploration And Exploitation
Course code: I2UAG08
Coune outcomes

Afer successful completion of this course, the students will be able to

COI: Describe the different types of granites and building stones

co2: Define the physical and engineering properties of granite and building stones

to identiS the granite and the buildings stones

co3: Appl-v the the knowrerrge to identis different lvpes of rocks and narne them

co4: Use the different mining methods to extract granite from deposits and different
methods of marketing

co5: Apply knowledge to operate various machinery in granite industries and use
dilferent cutting method to cut and polished granite
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